
  

 

Moen introduces a new Matte Black finish to its Arbor  and Ascent  kitchen collections.  This 
dramatic finish creates a streamlined appearance to complement black or stainless/black 
kitchen appliances and accessories. The Matte Black finish is extremely versatile, coordinating 
well with a variety of modern decors.   

Arbor Kitchen Collection 

 Simple, transitional style provides instant sophistication and design flexibility 

 Three models available: pulldown, pullout and bar/prep faucets 

 Multi-function wand available on pulldown, pullout and bar/prep models  

 Pause feature is available on pullout and pulldown kitchen faucets, which allows 
users to interrupt the water flow while moving the spout outside the sink  

 Collection features Moen’s Reflex  system on pullout and pulldown kitchen 
faucets, which improves overall hose and sprayer operation for an experience 
that is truly user friendly 

 New Arbor pullout model features a stylish, petite silhouette that’s perfect for 
applications where space is a concern 

 Offers a 360-degree spout rotation for full flexibility at the sink 

 Additional finishes include: Chrome, LifeShine  Classic Stainless, Oil Rubbed 
Bronze and new Spot Resist

™
 Stainless, which does just what is says – resists 

fingerprints and water spots  

Ascent Kitchen Collection 

 Clean, precise and contemporary, the Ascent kitchen collection is the perfect 
addition to today’s modern kitchen  

 Collection includes a single-handle pulldown faucet, a single-handle pulldown 
bar/prep faucet and the modern, geometric Ascent 90 pullout kitchen faucet 

 Offers a 360-degree spout rotation for full flexibility at the sink 

 Multi-function wand available on pulldown and bar/prep models  

 Pause feature is available on pullout and pulldown kitchen faucets, which allows 
users to interrupt the water flow while moving the spout outside the sink  

 Collection features Moen’s Reflex system on pullout and pulldown kitchen 
faucets, which improves overall hose and sprayer operation for an experience 
that is truly user friendly 

 Additional finishes include: Chrome and LifeShine Classic Stainless 
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http://www.moen.com/kitchen-bar/faucets/_/N-686
http://www.moen.com/about-moen/smart-innovations/reflex

